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Abstract

We present a framework to discover and char-
acterize different classes of everyday activities
from event-streams. We begin by representing
activities as bags of event n-grams. This al-
lows us to analyze the global structural informa-
tion of activities, using their local event statis-
tics. We demonstrate how maximal cliques in
an undirected edge-weighted graph of activities,
can be used for activity-class discovery in an
unsupervised manner. We show how modeling
an activity as a variable length Markov process,
can be used to discover recurrent event-motifs to
characterize the discovered activity-classes. We
present results over extensive data-sets, collected
from multiple active environments, to show the
competence and generalizability of our proposed
framework.

1 Introduction

Consider a Loading Dock area with delivery vehicles, peo-
ple, packages etc. The interaction of these objects would
form different events, which in turn constitute the different
instances of package-delivery activity. Understanding what
is happening in such active settings has many potential ap-
plications, ranging from automatic surveillance systems to
supporting users in ubiquitous environments. A key step to
this end is to discover the kinds of similar activities that fre-
quently occur in a particular domain. Equally important is
the question of finding efficient characterizations for these
different kinds of activities. In this paper, we tackle the
question of activity class discovery and characterization, in
the context of analyzing everyday activities.

We begin by introducing a novel representation of activities
as bags of discrete eventn-grams - a perspective different
from the previously used grammar driven approaches. This
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treatment of activities, motivated by some recent develop-
ments in natural language processing, allows us to analyze
the global structural information of the activities by simply
considering its local event statistics.

Based on this activity representation, we formalize the no-
tion of similarity between two activities, taking into ac-
count their core structural and event-frequency based dif-
ferences. We pose activity-class discovery as a graph
theoretic problem, and demonstrate how findingmaximal
cliquesin edge-weighted graphs can be used to this end.

A concise characterization of these discovered activity-
classes is of fundamental interest. Such characterizations
can be used for online activity classification and detect-
ing non-regularities in activities. Taking on some of the
previous work in the field of bio-informatics, we formal-
ize this problem as finding predictably recurrent event sub-
sequences (motifs- defined formally in Section 6.1) using
variable-memory Markov chains.

The main contributions of this work are:

• A novel representation of activities as bags of discrete
eventn-grams.

• An algorithm for unsupervised discovery of disjunc-
tive activity groups.

• A framework for unsupervised discovery of pre-
dictably recurrent event motifs for activity class char-
acterization.

2 Previous Work
In the past, various approaches for activity represen-
tation have been fundamentally grammar-driven (see
e.g. [Ivanov and Bobick2000], [Minnenet al.2003]). In
this work we propose to treat activities as bags of event
n-grams, which allows us to extract the global structural
information of an activity, by simply considering its event
statistics at a local scale.

Although the idea of discovering activity-classes has been
previously explored in such fields asnetwork intrusion de-
tection, it has only recently been applied to everyday ac-
tivities. Our approach towards this problem is novel in
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Figure 1: A Person pushes a Cart carrying Packages into
the Back Door of a Delivery Vehicle.

a few key aspects. Unlike [Hongeng and Nevatia2001]
which require a priori expert knowledge to model
the activity-classes in an environment, we propose to
discover this information in anunsupervisedfashion.
Since event-monograms, as used in [Zhonget al.2004]
and [Stauffer and Grimson2000], do not capture the tem-
poral information of an activity, we use higher order event
n-grams to capture this information more efficiently.

Numerous solutions to the problem of discovering impor-
tant recurrent motifs in sequential data have been proposed
(seee.g. [Oates2002] and [Chiuet al.2003]). Work done
in [Weinbergeret al.1995] and [Ronet al.1996] present
techniques for learning variable-memory Markov chains
from training data in an unsupervised manner. The
variable-memory elements in these Markov chains can be
thought of as motifs that have good predictive power of the
future events. However they presume the availability of
pre-classified data. Moreover, their approach does not fil-
ter out the motifs that are common in multiple classes. We
modify the work in [Weinbergeret al.1995] to handle data
from multiple classes, finding motifs that are maximally
mutually exclusive amongst activity-classes. This forms a
nice continuum between the activity-class discovery, and
characterization. Moreover, instead of sequentially finding
individual motifs and masking them out from the sequences
as proposed in [Bailey and Elkan1994], our scheme simul-
taneously finds all the motifs in the data in one pass. This
allows us to find partially overlapping motifs.

3 Activity Representation
An active environment consists of animate and inanimate
objects interacting with each other. The interaction of these
objects in a particular manner constitutes an event. Look-
ing at an activity as a sequence of discrete events, two im-
portant quantities emerge:

• Content- events that span the activity, and

• Order - the arrangement of the set of events.
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Figure 2: Transformation of an example activity from se-
quence of discrete events to histogram of eventn-grams.
Here the value ofn is shown to be equal to 3. V is event vo-
cabulary, S is event sequence, and T is sequence of overlap-
pingn-grams. Step-d shows the non-zeron-gram counts of
V.

This treatment of an activity is similar to the representation
of a document as a set of words - also known as the Vector
Space Model (VSM) [Salton1971], in which a document is
represented as a vector of its word-counts, in the space of
possible words.

To use such a scheme, we must define a set of possible
events (event vocabulary) that could take place in the sit-
uation under consideration. As this representation is de-
signed to be manipulated by a perceptual system, the events
must be chosen such that they are detectable from low-level
perceptual primitives. A particular interaction of these per-
ceptual primitives constitute an event. A key-frame of a
representative event from one of the active environments
that we explored (Loading Dock) is shown in Figure 1.

While VSM captures the content of a sequence in an effi-
cient way, it ignores its order. Because the word content
in documents often implies causal structure, this is usually
not a significant problem. Generally activities are not fully
defined by their event-content alone; rather, they have pre-
ferred or typical event-orderings. Therefore a model for
capturing the order of events is needed. To this end, we
consider histograms of higher order eventn-grams (see fig-
ure 2), where we represent an activity by a sparse vector of
counts of overlapping eventn-grams in a high dimensional
space of possible eventn-grams. Our proposed scheme
would capture the activity-structure for domains with sub-
stantive structural coherence. It is evident that higher val-
ues ofn would capture the temporal order information of
events more rigidly, and would entail a more discriminative
representation.

4 Activity Similarity Metric

Sequence comparison is a well-studied problem and has
numerous applications [Gusfield1997]. Our view of the
similarity between a pair of sequences consists of two fac-
tors, thecore structural differencesand differences based



on thefrequency of occurrenceof eventn-grams.

The core structural differences relate to the distinctn-
grams that occurred in either one of the sequences in a
sequence-pair, but not in both. We believe that for such dif-
ferences, the number of these mutually exclusiven-grams
is of fundamental interest. On the other hand, if a particu-
lar n-gram is inclusive in both the sequences, the only dis-
crimination that can be drawn between the sequence pair
is purely based on the frequency of the occurrence of that
n-gram.

Let A andB denote two sequences of events, and let their
corresponding histogram ofn-grams be denoted byHA and
HB . Let Y andZ be the sets of indices ofn-grams with
counts greater than zero inHA andHB respectively. Letαi

denote differentn-grams.f(αi|HA) andf(αi|HB) denote
the counts ofαi in sequences A and B respectively. We
define the similarity between two event sequences as:

sim(A, B) = 1− κ
∑

i∈Y,Z

|f(αi|HA) − f(αi|HB)|
f(αi|HA) + f(αi|HB)

(1)

whereκ = 1/(||Y ||+ ||Z||) is the normalizing factor, and
|| · || computes the cardinality of a set. While our proposed
similarity metric conforms to: (1) the property of Identity
of indiscernibles, (2) is commutative, and (3) is positive
semi-definite, it does not however follow Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality, making it a divergence rather than a true dis-
tance metric.

5 Activity Class Discovery

We assert that the activity-instances occurring in an envi-
ronment do not span the activity-space uniformally. Rather,
there exist disjunctive activity-sets with high internal simi-
larity while low similarity across the sets. This assertion is
backed by the assumption that the detected events, consti-
tuting activities in an environment, encode the underlying
structure of activities [Roschet al.1976].

5.1 Activity-Class as Maximal Clique

Starting off with a set ofK activity-instances, we consider
this activity-set as an undirected edge-weighted graph with
K nodes, each node representing a histogram of n-grams
of one of theK activity-instances. The weight of an edge
is the similarity between a pair of nodes as defined in Sec-
tion 4. We formalize the problem of discovering activity-
classes as searching for edge-weighted maximal cliques1in
the graph ofK activity-instances. Indeed, in the past, some
authors have argued that maximal clique is the strictest defi-
nition of a cluster [Auguston and Miker1970]. We proceed
by finding a maximal clique in the graph, removing that
clique from the graph, and repeating this process sequen-
tially with the remaining set of nodes, until there remain

1Recall that a subset of nodes of a graph is a clique if all its
nodes are mutually adjacent; amaximalclique is not contained in
any larger clique, amaximumclique has largest cardinality.

no non-trivial2 maximal cliques in the graph. The leftover
nodes after the removal of maximal cliques are dissimilar
from most of the nodes.

5.2 Maximal Cliques using Dominant Sets

Finding maximal cliques in an edge-weighted undirected
graph is a classic graph theoretic problem. Because combi-
natorially searching for maximal cliques is computationally
hard, numerous approximations to the solution of this prob-
lem have been proposed (see [Raghavan and Yu1981] and
the references within). For our purposes, we adopt the ap-
proximate approach of iteratively findingdominant setsof
maximally similar nodes in a graph (equivalent to finding
maximal cliques) [Pavan and Pelillo2003]. Besides provid-
ing an efficient approximation to finding maximal cliques,
the framework of dominant sets naturally provides a prin-
cipled measure of the cohesiveness of a class as well as a
measure of node participation in its membership class. This
measure of class participation may be used for an instance
based representation of a clique [Kleinberg1999]. We now
give an overview of dominant sets showing how they can
be used for our problem.

Let the data to be clustered be represented by an undirected
edge-weighted graph with no self-loopsG = (V,E, ϑ)
whereV is the vertex setV = {1, 2, ...K}, E⊆ V × V is
the edge set, andϑ : E → R+ is the positive weight func-
tion. The weight on the edges of the graph are represented
by a correspondingK×K symmetric similarity matrixA
= (aij) defined as:

aij =

{
sim(i, j) if (i, j) ∈ E
0 otherwise

(2)

wheresim is computed using our proposed notion of sim-
ilarity as described in Section4. To quantize the cohe-
siveness of a node in a cluster, let us define its “average
weighted degree”. LetS ⊆ V be a non-empty subset of
vertices andi ∈ S, such that,

awdegS(i) =
1

||S||
∑
j∈S

aij (3)

Moreover, forj ∈| S, we defineΦS as:

ΦS(i, j) = aij − awdegS(i) (4)

Intuitively, ΦS(i, j) measures the similarity between nodes
j andi, with respect to the average similarity between node
i and its neighbors inS. Note thatΦS(i, j) can either be
positive or negative.

Now let us consider how coupling-weights are assigned to
individual nodes. LetS ⊆ V be a non-empty subset of
vertices andi ∈ S. The coupling-weight ofi w.r.t. S is
given as:

wS(i) =
{

1 if ||S|| = 1∑
j∈S\{i}

ΦS\{i}(j, i)wS\{i}(j) otherwise (5)

2A non-trivial clique has nodes greater than or equal to three.



Moreover, the total coupling-weight ofS is defined to be:

W (S) =
∑
i∈S

wS(i) (6)

Intuitively, wS(i) gives a measure of the overall similarity
between vertexi and the vertices ofS\{i} with respect to
the overall similarity among the vertices inS\{i}. We are
now in a position to definedominant sets. A non-empty
sub-set of verticesS⊆V such thatW (T ) > 0 for any non-
emptyT⊆S, is said to bedominant if:

1. wS(i) > 0, ∀ i ∈ S, i.e. internal homogeneity
2. wS

⋃
{i}(i) < 0 ∀ i ∈| S, i.e. external inhomogeneity.

Because solving Equation 5 combinatorially is infeasible,
we use the continuous optimization technique ofReplicator
Dynamicsto optimize Equation 5(for details please refer to
[Pavan and Pelillo2003]).

6 Discovering Motifs in Activity-Classes
Having discovered various activity-classes in an active en-
vironment, we now turn our attention to finding inter-
esting recurrent event-motifs in these discovered classes.
Some of the previous work done in bio-informatics on
finding motifs, presumes the availability of pre-classified
data [Bejerano and Yona1999]. Moreover, these ap-
proaches do not filter out the motifs that are common in
multiple classes. Our proposed scheme discovers activity-
classes in an unsupervised manner, and finds patterns that
are maximally mutually exclusive amongst activity-classes.

6.1 A Definition of Motif

From the perspective of activity discovery and recognition,
we are interested in frequently occurring event-sequences
that are useful in predicting future events, and can there-
fore be used for activity class characterization. Follow-
ing [Weinbergeret al.1995], we assume that a class of
activity-sequences can be modeled as a variable-memory
Markov chain (VMMC). We define an event-motif for an
activity-class as one of the variable-memory elements of its
VMMC. We cast the problem of finding the optimal length
of the memory element of aVMMCas a function optimiza-
tion problem and propose our objective function in the fol-
lowing.

LetY be the set of events,A be the set of activity-instances,
and C be the set of discovered activity-classes. Let us
define a functionU(a) that maps an activitya ∈ A to
its membership classc ∈ C, as explained in Section 5.2.
Let us define the set of activities belonging to a particu-
lar classc ∈ C asAc = {a ∈ A : U(a) = c}. For
a = (y1, y2, ..., yn) ∈ A wherey1, y2, ...yn ∈ Y , letp(c|a)
denote the probability that activitya belongs to classc.
Then,

p(c|a) =
p(a|c)p(c)

p(a)
∝

n∏
i=1

p(yi|yi−1, yi−2, ..., y1, c) (7)

where we have assumed that all activities and classes are
equally likely. We approximate Eq 7 by aVMMC, Mc to
get:

n∏
i=1

p(yi|yi−1, yi−2, ..., y1, c) =

n∏
i=1

p(yi|yi−1, yi−2, ..., yi−mi , c)

(8)
wheremi ≤ i − 1 ∀ i. For any1 ≤ i ≤ n, the se-
quence (yi−1, yi−2, ..., yi−mi

) is called thecontextof yi

in Mc( [Weinbergeret al.1995]), denoted bySMc(yi). We
want to find the sub-sequences which can effeciently char-
acterize a particular class, while having minimal represen-
tation in other classes. We therefore define our objective
function as:

Q(Mc|Ac) = γ − λ (9)

where
γ =

∏
a∈Ac

p(c|a) (10)

and
λ =

∑
c′∈C\{c}

∏
a∈Ac′

p(c′|a) (11)

Intuitively, γ represents how well a set of event-motifs can
characterize a class in terms of correctly classifying the ac-
tivities belonging to that class. On the other hand,λ de-
notes to what extent a set of motifs of a class represent ac-
tivities belonging to other classes. It is clear that maximiz-
ing γ while minimizingλ would result in the optimization
of Q(Mc|Ac). Note that our motif finding algorithm lever-
ages the availability of the discovered activity-classes to
find the maximally mutually exclusive motifs. This shows
the usefulness of our activity discovery framework as a pre-
step to the motif finding scheme.

6.2 Objective Function Optimization

We now explain how we optimize our proposed objective
function. [Weinbergeret al.1995] describe a technique to
compare differentVMMC models that balances the pre-
dictive power of a model with its complexity. Lets
be a context inMc, wheres = yn−1, yn−2, ..., y1, and
yn−1, yn−2, ..., y1 ∈ Y . Let us define the suffix ofs
as suffix(s) = yn−1, yn−1, ...y2. For eachy ∈ Y , let
NA′(y, s) be the number of occurances of eventy in
activity-sequences contained inA′ ⊆ A wheres precedes
y, and letNA′(s) be the number of occurances ofs in
activity-sequences inA′. We define the function∆A′(s)
as

∆A′(s) =
∑
y∈Y

N(s, y)log
(

p̂(y|s)
p̂(y|suffix(s))

)
(12)

wherep̂(y|s) = NA′(s, y)/NA′(s) is the maximum likeli-
hood estimator ofp(y|s). Intuitively, ∆A′(s) represents the
number of bits that would be saved if the events following
s in A′, were encoded usings as a context, versus having
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Figure 3: A schematic diagram of the camera setup at the
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suffix(s) as a context. In other words, it represents how
much better the model could predict the events followings
by including the last event ins as part of context of these
events.

We now define the functionΨc(s) (bit gain ofs) as

Ψc(s) = ∆Ac(s)−
∑

c′∈C\{c}

∆Ac′ (s) (13)

Note that higher values of∆Ac
(s) imply greater probabil-

ity that an activity inAc is assigned toc, given thats is
used as a motif. In particular, higher the value of∆Ac(s),
higher will be the value ofγ. Similarly, higher the value of∑

c′∈C\{c} ∆Ac′ (s), higher the value ofλ.

We include a sequences as a context in the modelMc iff

Ψc(s) > K × log(`) (14)

where` is the total length of all the activities inA, while
K is a user defined parameter. The termK × log(`) rep-
resents added complexity of the modelMc, by usings as
opposed tosuffix(s) as a context, which is shorter in length
and occurs at least as often ass. The higher the value ofK
the more parsimonious the model will be.

Equation 14 selects sequences that both appear regularly
and have good classification and predictive power - and
hence can be thought of as event-motifs. Work done
in [Ronet al.1996] shows how the motifs in aVMMC
can be compactly represented as a tree. Work done
in [Apostolico and Bejerano2000] presents a linear time al-
gorithm that constructs such a tree by first constructing
a data structure called aSuffix Treeto represent all sub-
sequences in the training dataA, and then by pruning this
tree to leave only the sequences representing motifs in the
VMMC for some activity-class. We follow this general ap-
proach by using Eq 14 as our pruning criterion.
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Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the strain-gage setup in
the house scenario. The red dots represents the positions of
the strain gages.

7 Experiments & Results
We performed experiments on extensive data-sets collected
from two active environments. For both of our experimen-
tal setups, we chose the value ofn for the n-grams to be
equal to3 (tri-grams). This is done with the understand-
ing that it encodes the past, present and future information
of an event (essentially following second order Markov as-
sumption).

7.1 Loading Dock Scenario

To test our proposed algorithms, we collected video data at
the Loading Dock area of a retail bookstore. To visually
span the area of activities in the loading dock, we installed
two cameras with partially overlapping fields of view. A
schematic diagram with sample views from the two cam-
eras is shown in Figure 3. Daily activities from 9a.m. to
5p.m., 5 days a week, for over one month were recorded.
Based on our observations of the activities taking place in
that environment, we constructed an event vocabulary of 61
events. Every activity has a known starting event, i.e.De-
livery Vehicle Enters the Loading Dockand a known ending
event, i.e.Delivery Vehicle Leaves the Loading Dock. We
used150 of the collected instances of activities, that were
manually annotated using our defined event-vocabulary of
61 events. The interaction of some low-level perceptu-
ally distinguishable primitives constitute each of these61
events. For the Loading Dock environment, we used10
such primitives:Person, Cart, Delivery Vehicle(D.V.), Left
Door of D.V., Right Door of D.V., Back Door of D.V., Pack-
age, Doorbell, Front Door of Building, Side Door of Build-
ing.

7.2 House Scenario

To test our proposed algorithms on the activities of House
environment, we deployed16 strain gages at different lo-
cations in a house, each with a unique identification code.
These transducers registered the time when the resident of
the house walked over them. The data was collected daily
for almost5 months (151 days - each day is considered as



Figure 5: Visualization of the structural differences between the discovered activity-classes. Thick lines with brighter
shades of red indicate higher frequency.
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Figure 6: Each row represents the similarity of a particular
activity with the entire activity training set. White implies
identical similarity while black represents complete dissim-
ilarity. The activities ordered after the red cross line in the
clustered similarity matrix were dissimilar enough from all
other activities as to not be included in any non-trivial max-
imal clique.

an individual activity). Whenever the person passes near
a transducer at a particular location, it is considered as the
occurrence of a unique event. Thus our event vocabulary
in this environment consists of16 events. Figure 4 shows a
schematic top-view of this environment.

7.3 Discovered Activity-Classes & Motifs

Loading Dock Scenario
Of the 150 training activities, we found7 classes (maximal
cliques), with106 activities as part of any one of the dis-
covered class, while44 activities being different enough to
be not included into any non-trivial maximal clique. The
visual representation for the similarity matrices of the orig-
inal 150 activities and the arranged activities in 7 clusters is
shown in Figure 6. These discovered activity-classes were
then provided to our motif finding framework which dis-
covered multiple motifs of various lengths, ranked by their
respective bit-gains (class-characterization ability). Analy-
sis of the discovered classes reveals a strong structural sim-
ilarity amongst the class members, while the discovered
motifs show ability to characterize the membership class
efficiently. A brief description of the discovered activity-
classes and the corresponding motifs with the maximum
bit-gain is given in Figure 8.

House Scenario
Of the 151 activities captured over a little more than5
months, we found5 activity-classes (maximal cliques),
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In House Environment
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Figure 7: Visualization of similarity matrices before and
after class discovery for the House Environment.

with 131 activities as members of any one of the discovered
class, and20 activities being dissimilar enough not to be a
part of anynon-trivial maximal clique (see Figure 7). A
brief description of the discovered activity-classes and the
corresponding motifs with maximum bit-gain is given in
Figure 9. To better illustrate the structural differences in the
discovered activity-classes, a visualization of the normal-
ized frequency-counts of the person’s trajectory between
different locations is shown in figure 5.

7.4 Subjective Assessment of Evaluation
The method defined above would, by construction, find
activity-classes and the characterizing event-motifs. This
begs the question as to how valid are the discovered
activity-classes and the characterizing event-motifs. Our
final goal is to design a system that would be able
to discover and characterize human-interpretable activity-
classes. Keeping this thought in mind, we performed a
limited user test to subjectively assess the performance of
our system involving7 participant. For each participant,2
of the7 discovered activity classes were selected from the
Loading Dock environment. Each participant was shown6
example activities,3 from each of the2 selected activity-
classes. The participants were then shown6 motifs, 3 for
each of the2 classes, and were asked to associate each mo-
tif to the class that it best belonged to. Their answers agreed
with our systems 83% of the time,i.e., on average a partic-
ipant agreed with our system on 5 out of 6 motifs. The
probability of agreement on 5 out of 6 motifs by random
guessing3 is only 0.093.

3According to the binomial probability function the chance of
randomly agreeing on5 out of6 motifs isC6

5 (0.5)1(0.5)5.



Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Class 6

Class 7

Class Description Discovered Event Motif

UPS delivery-vehicles that picked up
multiple packages

Delivery trucks and vans that dropped 
off a few packages using hand cart.

A mixture of car, van, and truck delivery 
vehicles that  dropped off one or two 

packages without needing a  hand cart.

Delivery trucks that dropped off multiple 
packages, using hand carts, that required 

multiple people.

Delivery-vehicles that picked up and
dropped-off multiple  packages using a 

motorized hand cart and multiple people.

Delivery trucks that dropped off 
multiple packages using hand carts.

Van delivery-vehicles that dropped off 
one or two packages without needing 

a hand cart.

Person places package into back door of delivery vehicle g 
Person enters into side door of building g
Person is empty handed g Person exists from side door of building g
Person is full handed g
Person places package into back door of delivery vehicle.

Cart is full g Person opens front door of building g Person pushes  cart into front door of building g 
Cart is full g Person closes  front door of building g Person opens front door of building g 
Person exists from front door of building g Person is empty handed g 
Person closes front door of building.

DV drives in forward into LDA g Person opens left door of DV g 
Person exists from left door  of DV g Person is empty handed g 
Person closes the left door of delivery vehicle.

Person opens back door of DV g Person removes package  from back door of DV g 
Person removes package  from back door of DV g Person removes package  from back door of DV g 
Person removes package  from back door of DV g Person removes package  from back door of DV.

Person closes front door of building g Person removes package from cart g 
Person  places package into back door of DV g Person removes  package from cart g
Person places package into back door of DV g Person removes package from cart g 
Person places package  into back door of DV.
Person Removes Cart From Back Door of DV g Person Removes Package From Back Door of DV g 
Person Places Package Into Cart gPerson Places Package Into Cart g 
Person Removes Package From Back Door of DV g Person Places Package Into Cart g
Person Removes Package From Back Door of DV g Person Places Package Into Cart.

Person closes back door of DV g Person opens left  door of DV g 
Person enters into left door of DV g Person is empty handed g 
Person closes left door of DV.

Figure 8: The first column of the table shows the description of the discovered activity-classes, while the second column
shows the highest bit-gain event-motif for each activity-class in the Loading Dock data-set. DV stands for Delivery Vehicle,
while LDA stands for Loading Dock A.

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Class Description Discovered Event Motif
Activities lasting for the entire length of days 
where the person's trajectory spans the entire 
house space.  Most of the time was spent in 

the area around the Kitchen and the Dining Table.

The person moves from from kitchen 
to the    stairway more often. Further more, 

as opposed to cluster 1, the person does not go from 
the Office to the Sum Room area.

The person spends more time in the areas of Den and 
the living-room. Moreover, he visits the Sun-room

more often.

The person spends most of the day in the Kitchen 
and the Dining Room.The duration for which she 

stays in the house is small for this sub-class.

The person moves from Dining Room to the Sun 
Room more often. The duration for which she 

stays in the house is significantly smaller 
than any other sub-class.

Alarm g Kitchen entrance g Fridge g Sink gGarage door (inside). 

Stairway g Fridge gSink g Cupboard g Sink.

Stairway g Dining Table g Den gLiving-room Door g Sun-room g 
Living-room door gDen.

Den g Living-room door g Den g Kitchen Entrance g Stairway.

Fridge g Dining Table  g Kitchen Entrance g Fridge g Sink

Figure 9: The description of the discovered activity-classes in the House Data. The second column shows the discovered
motifs with highest bit-gain for each class.



8 Discussion

The discovered activity-classes both for the Loading Dock
and the House data-sets, are subjectively semantically co-
herent and divide their respective activity space discrim-
inatively. The fundamental differences between various
classes in the Loading Dock environment are dictated by
the fact whether the activities were of deliver or pick-up,
how many people were involved in the activity, how many
packages were moved, and what type of delivery vehicle
was used. For the House environment, these differences
consist of how long does a person stay in the house, and
what time of the year it is.

Figures 6 and 7 show that the activities performed in the
Loading Dock environment are structurally more well de-
fined than those performed in the House environment. This
is because our vocabulary for the Loading Dock environ-
ment consists of semantically meaningful events, which
can encode the underlying activity structure efficiently. For
the House environment, the events are simply the locations
where a person went, and are not particularly designed to
encode the underlying structure of the activities.

It can be observed from table 8 and 9 that the discovered
motifs of membership classes efficiently characterize these
classes. Note that the discovered motifs for activity-classes
where packagedeliveryoccurred, have events likePerson
Places Package In The Back Door Of Delivery Vehicleand
Person Pushes Cart In The Front Door of Building→ Cart
is Full. On the other hand event-motifs for activity-classes
where packagepick-upoccurred, have events such asPer-
son Removes Package From Back-Door Of Delivery Vehicle
andPerson Places Package Into Cart. Similarly, The mo-
tifs for the House environment capture the position where
the person spends most of her time and the order in which
she visits the different places in the house.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we introduced a novel activity representation
as bags of event n-grams and posed the question of unsu-
pervised activity discovery as a graph theoretic problem
of finding maximal cliques in edge weighted graphs. We
demonstrated how variable-memory Markov chains can be
used to extract event-motifs that can compactly character-
ize activity-classes.

In the future we plan to use the discovered activity-classes
and their learned characterizations as event-motifs for on-
line activity classification and to detect non-regularities in
activities. Finally, we intend to perform more extensive
user-study to test the performance of our system.
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